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Abstract 

In today's world security requirements of various information disciplines, e.g., networking, 
telecommunications, database systems, and mobile applications, have caused applied 
cryptography to gain immense importance. In order to satisfy the high throughput requirements 
of such applications, the cryptographic systems are implemented either as cryptographic 
accelerators (ASIC and FPGA implementations), or as cryptographic libraries (optimized 
software routines). The complex hardware and software implementations are raising concerns 
regarding their security and reliability. 
 
In this talk, we first present Differential Fault Analysis (DFA) on AES which can be used to 
obtain the key using a single fault induction. Subsequently, we extend these attacks to multiple 
byte faults, using a new fault model based on the diagonals of the AES state matrix. The work 
shows that the cipher can be attacked if one, two or three diagonals are affected needing 2, 2 or 4 
faulty cipher-texts respectively to uniquely obtain the key. In order to thwart such powerful 
attacks, fault tolerance is introduced in block ciphers through either detection or infective 
schemes. However, there is a gap!; While conventional fault tolerance offers large amount of 
reliability under the assumption that all faults are equally likely, an attacker is equipped with a 
biased fault injection mechanism, which can threaten most existing fault tolerant architectures. 
We demonstrate that bias in the fault injections can be used to break popular detection schemes, 
which rely on redundancy using a technique known as the Differential Fault Intensity Analysis 
(DFIA) that combines principles of differential power analysis with fault attacks. We formalize 
the notion of bias of a fault model using the variance of the fault distribution. We also investigate 
infective countermeasures against fault attacks where there is no explicit comparison step unlike 
the detection schemes. However, even such schemes can be countered via stronger attack models 
like instruction skip. Finally, we present a fault tolerant implementation of the infective 
countermeasure using Idempotent Instructions, which reduces the threat of such skips 



significantly. Overall, we claim to increase significantly the security margin against several 
known fault models. 
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